FAVORITE
BLOGGING
APPS
@THEVENDORSDAUGHTER

I decided to take blogging more seriously after my
honeymoon in July 2017.
What I quickly realized was that in addition to having
quality content I needed compelling images and a way to let
people know where to find both.
This guide is a summary of what I've learned so far.
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INSTAGRAM
Instagram has been my social media of choice (that
said I believe Facebook is still the largest and A LOT of
bloggers are talking about the power of Pinterest).

The good news is that you can set your Instagram
account up to automatically send your posts to your
Facebook account (aka two birds, one stone).

THEVENDORSDAUGHTER.COM

INSTAGRAM BASICS

(AS FAR AS I CAN TELL)

POST ON A ROUTINE
SCHEDULE
Some companies and bloggers post A LOT. But
it seems like a safe average that if you're

JOIN INSTAGRAM
ENGAGEMENT GROUPS

posting 1 to 2 times a day you're doing great!

It's really hard to beat the Instagram algorithm

KEEP A CONSISTENT
LOOK

which is why if you don't already have a large
tribe, engagement groups can help ensure

For me this is a huge struggle but if you want a

you're posts get seen.

semi-easy fix to the problem you can simply

My favorite engagement group is Instagram

use the same filter.

Bosses. These ladies mean business so only
sign up if you're willing to follow the rules.

2

EVERYTHING
ELSE
Creating content is time consuming on

Later allows you to schedule your posts in
advance (I love to plan my week out on Sundays
while Ryan is at work). Upload your photo, write
your blurb and then schedule the date/time you
would like to post. On the day/time you selected
you'll get a notification sent to your phone and
it's about 10 seconds of work from there.

it's own. Marketing it to the masses is a
whole added level of time management;
which is why I LOVE these apps!
MY FAVORITE THING
ABOUT LATER IS THAT
THE MOBILE VERSION
IS JUST AS EASY
AS THE DESKTOP
VERSION

WORD SWAG

A COLOR STORY

CUT STORY

Helps make those shareable

Help your photos stay consistent

This app divides your longer

quotes that much prettier and

with your pages theme with these

videos into 15 second fragments

easier! You can make a post in

unique filters. Thank you

for your insta stories! 1st used

seconds! Thank you

@set.apart.vignettes for showing

this to announce our coffee cart!

@sarahhoagphotography for

me this app!

telling me about this one!

THANK
YOU!
If you have any questions please feel free to
reach out! I don't know much but I'm happy to
share any knowledge I do have! And I'd love to
hear what your favorite tools are!

